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Samantha Hamilton
connects with her guides
from the other side for
psychic insights on Fearne
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er practical nature and her inner wisdom
to see everyone’s point of view makes
her a political theatrical shiny star. This
indeed is one of her most gifted blessings. She
is the kind of person that wants to work at
her very best and does not need any real
supervision to aim for her mark. As
opportunities arise for her, especially in Europe
and America, the pressure to always say yes to
appointments and bookings puts a great deal
of demand on her social life. She is forever
ambitious as she builds her empire for this
year; she is certainly going to be worth a mint.
In general she knows how to play the crowd to
her advantage. The spiritual side of her
personality allows her to step in and out of
what is going on behind the scenes in spirit.
She has some kind of interest in the afterlife,
but keeps a tight lid on her opinions for this.
One of her strong lessons to learn in life is to
be able to express herself freely. This lady will
always achieve success and personal freedom
because of the very fact that she is doing what
she loves best. Her innate creative talent allows
her the breathing space to grow into the
woman she wants to be known for. She has a
lot going for her this year. We should expect to
see her doing something extremely specific and
out of the norm in terms of presentation.

Fearne Cotton’s Karma
Fearne cotton came into this world with an eye
of genius she knows how to create continuous
luck. She has a radiant and versatile personality;
she oozes talent and recognition beyond words.
She doesn’t find it difficult to speak form the
heart. The media may see her as a roller coasting
air head but underneath all that bubbly infusion
she has the gift and the power to karmically clear
her debts and to do her best. Her charm and her
beauty is a part of her gifted shinning expression
of who she really is. Her lesson in this life time is
to have fun, to sprinkle stardust wherever she
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